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Abstract This presentation reviews the status of voltage metrology based on Programmable 
Josephson Voltage Standards (PJVS). PJVS systems consist of sub-arrays of Josephson junctions 
connected in series. Each sub-array is current biased independently to produce the desired 
(programmable) voltage. Compared to the conventional Josephson systems, PJVS systems use 
superconductor – normal metal – superconductor junctions having no hysteretic behavior. With larger 
current operating margins, PJVS are ideal for applications other than the calibration of secondary voltage 
standards. Due to their providing voltage reference with quantum accuracy, PJVS systems are key 
components of the Watt–balance experiments, aiming at redefining kilogram in terms of electrical units. 

The PJVS program started in the mid 90s at NIST. In 1998, the first 1 V PJVS systems were used 
in metrology labs. Since then, PJVS systems have followed many stages of technical improvements, in 
particular in the field of the fabrication with new barrier materials and the introduction of vertical junction 
stacks. Design improvements of junctions and on-chip microwave components enable an increase of the 
number of junctions for each array and therefore providing higher voltages. New results show PJVS 
systems reaching ultimately 10 V. 

Using current bias electronics, PJVS systems produce stepwise-approximated AC waveforms such 
that the voltage on each step has the quantum accuracy of the Josephson effect. Unfortunately for this 
technique, the nonzero rise time of the bias electronics and other timing effects influence step transitions 
so that the AC PJVS-synthesized waveforms do not yield quantum-accurate rms voltages. Nevertheless, 
the quantum-accuracy of the waveform steps can be exploited by use of differential sampling techniques, 
since the samples containing transients can be discarded. This technique is particularly interesting for the 
low-frequency electrical power calibrations. Currently, new PJVS-based electrical power standards are 
under development in North-America (at NIST in Gaithersburg, MD, and at NRC in Ottawa, ON). 
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